As an undergraduate contemplating a career in science, I was intrigued by the professional view expressed by an instructor of anthropology. His world, he said, is composed of ''lumpers'' and ''splitters.'' Lumpers hold every species to have a wide range of variation. Splitters, on the other hand, hold every variation to be a new species.
This same juxtaposition of those who do not differentiate and those who do applies equally well to cognitive neuroscience. I argue that in future, finding an appropriate balance between lumping and splitting will prove crucially important in identifying useful correspondences between function and brain.
The Overlumping of Function and Brain
The paradigmatic example of overlumping was the prolonged and ultimately unsuccessful search for a dichotomy descriptive of left versus right function. However, contemporaneous with this search and surviving it is overlumping on a smaller scale using what might be called the ''assumption of face validity.'' This is the assumption that a selected task involves the mental process one thinks it does. The danger is that from face validity alone, many different kinds of tasks may appear to involve the same process when in fact they do not.
An example of overlumping through face validity is afforded by the term ''spatial processing'' as used in the neuroscience literature. At various times, spatial processing has been regarded as involved in the recognition of visual stimuli as different as nonsense forms, dot locations, block designs, line slants, objects in depth, and facial identities, and in more complex tasks involving mental rotation or manual manipulation. If one examines the local-
